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Go karting in India is maturing, tracks are looking for a more modern and functional operation to 
improve safety and the overall appeal of their facilities, in their efforts to meet the expectations 
of today’s demanding clientele. 
  
KnK Karts along with their design partners Visions, Concepts & Realities, have designed several 
new products, with some more in the development pipeline, under the KnK 
product line; 
 
Alongside, the development of the new range of the Series ‘8’ rental karts is completed. These 
karts offer go kart entertainment establishments a new range of modern karts, with even more 
reliability that has become expected from KnK Karts. A higher level of safety features takes the 
new KnK Colt SX8, the KnK Genesis S8, KnK Genesis SX8 and KnK Genesis TS8 to the highest Go 
Karting safety standards in the world of Commercial Go Karting. 
  
The SX8 series have been tested and meets the very stringent safety requirements in Israel, 
where they are now exported. 
  
More information on the new range of the Series ‘8’ Karts will soon be available on the KnK 
website. 
  

PRODUCT LINE.  
  
KnK Tyre Mate – the ‘no skin 
off your knuckles’ assistant that 
makes removal and fitting of go 
kart tyres a breeze. 
 
A “must-have” handy tool for 
every Go-kart track consists of 
a tool stand also, for handy 
storage. 
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KnK Barrier-cuda – a linkable barrier system that tidies up your track, and replaces tyre barriers 
that are unsightly. 
 

 
 
There are lots of advantages with using the Barrier-Cuda trackside barrier system – made from 
UV stabilized, splinter-proof impact resisting, flexible moulded plastic. It offers safe displacement 
and prevents “bounce-back” of a kart into the path of other karts, the impact resistance can be 
adjusted by increasing or decreasing the ballast in each individual barrier. Hard, low friction 
deflector plates are available as optional extras to fit to barriers at accidents prone sections of 
the track, to improve safety and strength. Barrier inter-linking permits lengths of barrier chains 
to be adjusted to suit the track and conditions. It is completely sealed and does not retain water, 
so mosquitos don’t have a place to breed in it. It lends an appealing colourful and neat look to 
the track, different colour barriers are available on special request. The flat sides provide an 
attractive place to display advertisements of sponsors.  
 
‘Modernize your track in a quick and dramatic way !!’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



‘The Kart storage system’. Some reasons for you to consider it. 
 
Storing go karts has always been a tedious and time consuming job, especially at all modern 
karting facilities, which cater to the demands of their clients by offering different types of karts 
specific to applications, thus increasing the enjoyment value for them.  
 
Professionally run karting facilities cycle the karts 
and have spare karts, which are serviced and kept 
ready for use for the next decided period. Sorting 
and storage of this is a real problem, Kartrak makes 
this easy and practically flaw proof.  
 
Floor space is at a premium today and Kartrak 
permits storing up to 5 karts in the space occupied 
by one. 
 
Garage floors where the karts are stored normally 
have contaminants like oil, petrol and lubes on 
them, these hydrocarbons are harmful to tyres and 
leads to premature tyre wear as well as posing 
safety issues from reduced traction through 
absorbing them. Kartrak keeps the karts off the 
ground. 
 
The Kartrak Kart Stacker makes loading the karts 
into their respective bays an efficiently executable 
operation. It is powered by an electric motor, which 
lowers and raises the karts to ease storage. 
 
 
Talk soon. 
 

 


